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The greatest privilege in the world is making children smile through something you’ve
created.

So says Oakville author Lindsay J.L Angus.

For Angus, children’s stories are the “ultimate medium” because they combine
“beautiful imagery, thoughtful messaging and a direct connection to the audience.”

In some cases, they can even be a “cathartic, healing experience.” And “Nothing You
Can’t Do,” the second book from the mother of two and corporate communications
director, is just that.

Angus wrote the book for her three-year-old son Chet, who, at the age of one-and-a-half,
suffered third degree burns to his arm when he pulled down a dish of hot sauce.

The book was a way to turn a negative into a positive and a way to create positive
messaging for children everywhere, especially Chet, said Angus.

She was inspired by the words of the physician who treated her son when he reassured
the heartsick parents their son would be fine, but he would have a scar.

“He then said, ‘you know what, though, there’s nothing you can’t do with a scar.’”
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“Going through it made me realize there must be others experiencing these same
feelings. I wanted to use my artistry to share the universal themes behind it
(empowerment and inclusion) and inspire others.”

When Angus first started writing children’s stories eight years ago, she was “moving
away from larger, more intense productions in TV and film and towards a simpler form I
could do myself using my vision, voice and talent.”

“Although I am versed in media and storytelling from years of working in it, I still needed
to learn the specifics of the children’s book industry, like format, audience and visuals.”

She also needed to determine her own style as a new children’s book author and
illustrator.

Children’s stories today focus on characters who are more dynamic and diverse, as well
as themes that speak to current issues, she said.

“Today, children are looking for books that speak to the world around them. Just
because they are little, doesn’t mean they don’t want to discover big ideas. The art of
children’s books is taking these big ideas and finding a way to share them so they’re fun
and relatable for children.”

Once she settles on an idea, she unearths its universal theme and then builds her
characters.

RELATED STORIES

“For me to move forward with something, it has to feel like it will be meaningful to me as
well as to others. It’s really important to me to feel a connection with my audience
through my books.”

Writing and illustrating “Nothing You Can’t Do” has been “the best creative experience
I’ve had professionally,” said Angus.

To date, she has self-published two children’s picture books: “Nothing You Can’t Do”
and “Right Beside Grandma’s Tootsie Rolls.” NYCD is for ages 0+ and RBGTR is for ages
3 to 8. She also has two new books, “Stuck Like Glue” to be published this year and “Born
To Be Alive” scheduled for publication next year.

All of Angus’ books are available through her website http://www.lindsayjlangus.com/.
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